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We present a flexible nonlinear reaction coordinate analysis method for the transition path ensemble based on the likelihood maximization approach developed by Peters and Trout [J. Chem. Phys. 125, 054108 (2006)]. By parametrizing the reaction coordinate by a string of images in a collective variable space, we can optimize the likelihood that the string correctly models the committor data obtained from a path sampling simulation. The collective variable space with the maximum likelihood is considered to contain the best description of the reaction. The use of the reweighted path ensemble [J. Rogal et al., J. Chem. Phys. 133, 174109 (2010)] allows a complete reaction coordinate description from the initial to the final state. We illustrate the method on a z-shaped two-dimensional potential. While developed for use with path sampling, this analysis method can also be applied to regular molecular dynamics trajectories. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3491818]

I. INTRODUCTION

Numerical studies of rare events in high-dimensional complex systems, such as chemical reactions in solution or protein conformational changes, are often conducted with biased simulations methods such as umbrella sampling,1 blue moon sampling,2 metadynamics,3 etc. These methods bias the systems along a predefined reaction coordinate in order to sample the rarely visited parts of phase space: the transition state (TS) region. A major drawback of such biasing methods is that they all require in some way a description of the relevant reaction coordinate (RC). Instead, one would like to extract a reaction coordinate from the simulation itself. In fact, such a procedure is often used. Visual inspection of preliminary molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations suggests some tentative relevant collective variables for the rare event. The subsequent use of these collective variables in the rare event sampling method then gives rise to a free energy profile or landscape in terms of these variables and the prospective transition state (ensemble). However, there is no guarantee that this particular choice of the reaction coordinate will lead to meaningful results. A poorly chosen RC might then result in a completely wrong mechanism and a statistically unmeasurable rate constant.4 A systematic way of finding and extracting a reaction coordinate would therefore be very useful. In this paper, we are concerned with such a systematic reaction coordinate extraction for rare events. Any systematic method would require the sampling of unbiased reactive trajectories, i.e., without prior knowledge of the RC. The transition path sampling (TPS) method5 was designed to harvest a collection of unbiased dynamical trajectories that connect the initial with the final state. The resulting transition path ensemble provides the basis for the RC analysis.

At the heart of the RC analysis is the concept of the commitment probability or committor $p_B$. This quantity is defined for a certain high-dimensional configuration $r$ as the probability that a trajectory initialized with random momenta from this configuration reaches the final state $B$ before the initial state $A$. The dividing surface in the configuration space is then given by those configurations that have equal commitment probability for either state, i.e., $p_B=p_A=0.5$. Because the transition path ensemble sampled by TPS contains all true dynamical paths connecting the two states, we can label those configurations in the path ensemble with committor 0.5 as transition states, thus forming a transition state ensemble. Moreover, the committor function $p_B(r)$ is the best possible reaction coordinate, as it represents a progress variable that smoothly changes from 0 to 1 at each step of the reaction/transition gives the probability to complete the reaction.6 The transition path theory (TPT) provides the framework for a complete description of the statistical properties of the transition path ensemble in terms of the committor function and the equilibrium distribution, and gives expressions for the path probability density, the probability current, as well as the reaction rate.6,7 Still, the committor function itself does not immediately give physical insight into the reaction mechanism, as it is a function of a high-dimensional configuration space $r$. The task of the RC analysis is thus to approximate the committor using a low-dimensional parametrization in terms of collective variables, such as distances between atoms or angles, that can yield insight in the reaction.

A straightforward way to test whether a prospective collective variable $q$ parametrizes the committor was put for-
ward in Ref. 8 in order to find a pertinent reaction coordinate for isomerization in alanine dipeptide. The approach consists of generating by a constraint method (e.g., umbrella sampling\textsuperscript{13} or blue moon sampling\textsuperscript{3}) an ensemble of configurations $r_q$, for the value of $q$ characterized by the location of the transition state, and then computing the committor values $p_B(r_q)$ for this ensemble. The distribution of the committor $P(p_B(r))$ can evaluate the quality of the prospective reaction coordinate $q$. If the distribution is peaked around 0.5, then $q$ is a qualitatively good RC, and if it is bimodal, it is poor.

This committor analysis, although powerful, is computationally very expensive because for each prospective RC, an ensemble of configurations and their committor values must be evaluated. A more efficient approach was proposed by Ma and Dinner in Ref. 9. Instead of computing the committor many times for different prospective RCs, they computed it once for many different configurations, chosen such that the $p_B$ values were approximately uniformly distributed. One way of doing so is to use the transition path ensemble obtained by TPS. For each configuration treated, the computed committor value is stored in a database, together with a long list of collective variables. Using a genetic neural network (GNN), one can search for combinations of collective variables that best fit the committor data. While already much more efficient than the original committor analysis, the GNN approach is still expensive due to the explicit computation of the committor data on top of the TPS simulations.

Best and Hummer\textsuperscript{10,11} developed an efficient reaction coordinate analysis technique by combining the equilibrium probability distribution with path ensemble distributions. In this method, the conditional probability $p(\text{TP}|r)$ for a configuration with a certain value of the reaction coordinate $r$ to lie on a transition path TP connecting the initial and final states is expressed by the Bayesian relation $P(\text{TP}|r) = p(r) P(\text{TP})/p_{eq}(r)$. Here, $p_{eq}(r)$ denotes the equilibrium distribution as a function of $r$, $p(r) P(\text{TP})$ is the distribution of configurations with a certain $r$ visited along transition pathways in the TPS ensemble, and the factor $p(TP)$ is the overall likelihood to be on a transition path.\textsuperscript{11} $P(\text{TP}|r)$ is large for $r$ corresponding to configurations that are part of transition pathways but are rarely visited in an equilibrium simulation. Thus, the maximum of $p(\text{TP}|r)$ corresponds to transition states, i.e., the configurations with the maximum probability that trajectories going through them are reactive.\textsuperscript{10} For diffusive dynamics, $P(\text{TP}|r) = 2 p_B(r) (1-p_B(r))$, where $p_B(r)$ is the committor averaged over all configurations with $r$. For a good reaction coordinate, all transition states approximately have the same value of $r$ and thus, $P(\text{TP}|r)$ should be peaked around the transition state value of $r$. In contrast, if $r$ is a poor reaction coordinate, the lack of correlation between $r$ and $P(\text{TP}|r)$ will render this distribution featureless. In this sense, the Best–Hummer approach can determine the quality of a chosen reaction coordinate. The method requires an accurate equilibrium distribution in the transition region, which might be difficult to obtain. In addition, in Ref. 6 it is argued that $p(r) P(\text{TP})$ is not sufficient for describing the RC and that the probability current as following from TPT is more informative about the reaction mechanism.

Peters and Trout\textsuperscript{12,13} developed a likelihood maximization (LM) method that eliminated any committor computation, but only uses data from the shooting points of a TPS simulation. They realized that the TPS shooting move could be interpreted as an instance of a committor computation with only one trajectory. Hence, the estimate for $p_B$ is zero or unity. Nevertheless, based on the TPS shooting point ensemble data, one can search for the best model reaction coordinate that reproduces the data using a likelihood maximization. To obtain unbiased instances of a committor computation, Peters and Trout adjusted the regular shooting move into “aimless shooting,” such that it produced randomized velocities and at the same time remained in the neighborhood of the transition state region, where the commitment probability $P(\text{TP}|x)$ is close to its maximum. Subsequently, the aimless shooting point data are fitted to a reaction coordinate composed of a linear combination of tentative collective variables. Screening all possible combinations of candidate collective variables for the maximum likelihood yields the best reaction coordinate model for the given data. Peters and Trout show that this approach works and applied it to the nucleation in the Ising model.\textsuperscript{12} The method has also been used for finding reaction coordinates in protein folding\textsuperscript{14,15} Escobedo\textsuperscript{16} and co-workers developed a similar method to find reaction coordinates in the forward flux sampling method based on least-squares fitting of the commitment probability.

The LM procedure by Peters and Trout is powerful, but still suffers from two drawbacks. (1) It only gives information around the TS region of the reaction, whereas in some processes information on the entire reaction is required to understand the complex mechanism. (2) A nonlinear approximation to the RC is usually more difficult to find and optimize than a linear one. In this paper, we address these two points simultaneously by allowing for a nonlinear description of the reaction coordinate that completely describes the reaction from the initial to the final state. Note that by nonlinearity, we mean not the nonlinearity of the collective variables themselves (previous works often use nonlinear collective variables such as angles\textsuperscript{12,17,18}), but the nonlinear correlation between these collective variables describing the entire reaction. This nonlinear description is based on ideas from the string method as developed by Vanden-Eijnden and co-workers.\textsuperscript{19,20} (We also note that Peters and Trout already suggest to use a string optimization procedure,\textsuperscript{12} although not for the reaction coordinate optimization.)

We will illustrate our new approach on the $z$-potential (see Ref. 21 and Fig. 6). This two-dimensional (2D) potential has two stable states separated by one barrier. Hence, diffusive (Langevin) dynamics in this potential will exhibit classical two state behavior with a well-defined rate constant. However, the pathways connecting the two stable states follow, on average, a pattern resembling the letter $z$. First, the system has to move into the $x$ direction before it can move into the $y$ direction, but then it has also to move back in the $x$ direction along the diagonal, cross the barrier and, when on the other side, it has to transverse once more into the (positive) $x$ direction. This convoluted reaction pathway is easy to understand when plotting the potential in the $x,y$ plane. However, when the potential is projected onto the $x$
coordinate only, the reaction coordinate is less clear. The free energy as a function of \( x \) only still gives a two state potential, but when pushing the system along the \( x \) axis starting from the initial state, it will not reach the final state unless pushed very hard. A large degree of hysteresis is the result and the true transition state will be avoided. Similarly, when only \( y \) is known and the system is pushed into that direction, the TS region will be avoided and hysteresis is the result. In fact, only by taking into account the correlation between the \( x \) and \( y \) parameters, and defining the RC to follow the \( z \) shape as well, will allow a smooth transition from the initial to final state and vice versa without hysteresis. Clearly, such a RC must be nonlinear. This simple 2D model hence is a good test case to develop nonlinear RC methods.

The LM scheme by Peters and Trout requires the use of the aimless shooting algorithm. However, for complex diffusive problems, we would like to be able to use the one-way shooting method with flexible path length\(^{22}\) for the RC analysis. Here, we show that using the shooting point ensemble as obtained from the one-way shooting algorithm leads to a bad fit of the committor \( p_B \) when using a linear description of the RC. We also show that this linear fit improves by cutting the shooting point ensemble such that only the data close to the TS region are selected. Cutting the shooting point ensemble indeed improves the reaction coordinate, but is somewhat arbitrary. In fact, the aimless shooting procedure naturally restricts the shooting point ensemble to the phase space region close to the TS. The improvement of the RC only applies to the transition state region. As mentioned above, any linear RC will never be able to fit the entire mechanism in the \( z \)-potential. Although the LM procedure also takes into account nonlinear fits, we propose the use of a fully flexible RC in the form of a string of images. Such a string is a discrete representation of the reaction coordinate. Using the LM optimization for the string then leads to the best nonlinear model for the RC. To compute the likelihood corresponding to each string requires a projection method from the shooting points onto the string. We use a geometrical procedure that was introduced in Ref. 21, as well as a Voronoi-like construction inspired by the work on the string method.\(^{20}\)

An optimization of the string in phase space regions far away from the transition state requires very accurate committor data in those regions. Such data are not available from a regular shooting point ensemble because shots that are far away from the TS region will most likely end in one of the two states. The committor values for the other state are hence estimated to be close to zero. As the likelihood maximization sums over the logarithm of these numbers, these data are very inaccurate. However, such accurate committor values are available from the unbiased path ensemble, which can be estimated by the reweighting scheme introduced in Ref. 21. The reweighted path ensemble (RPE) gives accurate committor values along the entire transition (see also Appendix B). Using the RPE instead of the shooting point ensemble, we are able to optimize the string description of the RC over the whole phase space from the initial to the final region. Moreover, using the same arguments as Peters and Trout,\(^{12}\) we can find the collective variable space in which the string description provides the best model for the reaction coordinate.

The paper is organized as follows. We introduce the theoretical background and the methodology in Sec. II. Next, we show in Sec. III B that the one-way shooting point ensemble does not lead to a proper linear RC description for the \( z \)-potential. In Sec. III C we apply our new string method to the RPE data obtained by replica exchange transition interface sampling (RETIS) of the \( z \)-potential. We optimize the number of string images and show that a 2D reaction coordinate is vastly superior to a one-dimensional (1D) description of the same data. We end with concluding remarks.

II. METHODS

A. Likelihood maximization

The basis of the likelihood maximization method for reaction coordinates by Peters and Trout is to use the set of shooting points from aimless shooting and their final destination (A or B) as instances of a committor computation. By projection onto a RC defined as a function of some collective variables, one can compute the likelihood to observe the data (i.e., the sampled shooting points). Optimizing this likelihood for different combinations of collective variables then yields the best model for the reaction coordinate with respect to the given data.

In the first step, a set of shooting points from a TPS simulation is collected. A shooting point \( \mathbf{x} \) is the random starting point for TPS trajectories during the shooting move.\(^{5,12,13}\) Here, \( \mathbf{x} = \{r, \mathbf{p}\} \) denotes a point in a phase space, with \( r \) and \( \mathbf{p} \) as the coordinates and momenta of the \( N \)-particle system at a certain time. For each shooting point \( \mathbf{x} \), one can define a RC that depends (linearly) on \( n \) collective variables \( q \) as

\[
r(\mathbf{x}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i q_i(\mathbf{x}) + \alpha_0,
\]

where the \( \alpha_i \) coefficients are to be optimized. The collective variables \( q_i \) are predefined/chosen functions that are candidates for important ingredients in the RC, such as radius of gyration, root mean square deviation, distances, angles, etc. The committor can then be modeled as a simple tanh function

\[
p_B(r(\mathbf{x})) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \tanh(r(\mathbf{x})) \right).
\]

For diffusive dynamics, the likelihood for the shooting point data is\(^{11,12}\)

\[
\mathcal{L} = \prod_{\mathbf{x}_i \sim B} p_B(r(\mathbf{x}_i)) \prod_{\mathbf{x}_i \sim A} p_A(r(\mathbf{x}_i)),
\]

where the committor \( p_A \) for state A is simply \( p_A(r) = 1 - p_B(r) \). The first product runs over trial shooting points that lead to B and the second over shooting points that lead to A. It is more convenient to express the likelihood as a logarithm

\[
\ln \mathcal{L} = \sum_{\mathbf{x}_i \sim B} \ln p_B(r(\mathbf{x}_i)) + \sum_{\mathbf{x}_i \sim A} \ln p_A(r(\mathbf{x}_i)).
\]
\[
\ln \mathcal{L} = \sum_{x_i \to B} \ln p_B(r(x_i)) + \sum_{x_i \to A} \ln p_A(r(x_i)).
\]

When used only with the shooting points close to the TS region, as resulting from the aimless shooting method, the best option is to assume linear reaction coordinates.\(^{12}\)

The different path sampling shooting algorithms give rise to different shooting point distributions. In Appendix B we show how these distributions depend on the different algorithms.

### B. Approximating the RC by a string

While the method of Peters and Trout in principle allows for nonlinear RCs, in practice, linear approximations are often used because the shooting point ensemble remains close to the TS region due to the aimless shooting algorithm. When the process of interest is very complex and consists of multiple sequential steps, a nonlinear reaction coordinate might be better to describe the reaction. Also, for TPS methods that do not employ the aimless shooting algorithm, the shooting point ensemble will be more diffuse and contain instances of shots far away from the TS region.

A flexible way of incorporating nonlinearity is to represent the reaction coordinate by a string of points (just as in the string method\(^{19}\)). This string consists of \(M\) reference points in the \(q\) space

\[
S = \{s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_M\},
\]

where \(s\) denotes the \(d\)-dimensional position in the space of the current choice of collective variables space \(q = \{q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_d\}\). The string connects the stable states \(A\) and \(B\) and represents the reaction coordinate. Now any \(6N\)-dimensional point \(x\) has to be assigned a position \(\sigma(S(q(x)))\) along the string, where \(\sigma \in [0,1]\). We employ two different projection methods. The first is a geometrical projection method onto the string, presented in Ref. 21, which yields a continuous number \(\sigma\) for each point \(x\). The \(\sigma\) number then has to be mapped to the RC itself by a function \(r = f(\sigma)\), where \(f(\sigma)\) could, for instance, be a simple (monotonic) polynomial (cubic) spline function that translates between \(\sigma\) and \(r\). Thus the assignment of an RC value to a phase point \(x\) reads

\[
r(x) = f(\sigma(S(q(x)))�.\]

The second projection method used in this paper is a Voronoi construction, where each phase point is assigned to the closest two string images, with a piecewise linear interpolation to obtain a continuous \(\sigma\) value. This \(\sigma\) value is then translated into the RC \(r\) by a simple piecewise (monotonic) linear interpolation. For simplicity, we can combine the \(q\) to \(\sigma\) and the \(\sigma\) to \(r\) mappings into one, as is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The string in a two-dimensional plane is assigned a value of \(r\) at each end point. The end points of the string are fixed in \(x, y\) space. In this way, any point in the \(x, y\) plane can be projected on the closest linear line segment of the string and thus translated to a value of \(r\). Note that a choice of dynamical coupled collective variables might render these projection methods problematic as in that case, the isocommittor surfaces are no longer orthogonal to the string.\(^{23,24}\)

![Fig. 1. An example of how the coordinate space can be mapped onto a string using a Voronoi projection method plus piecewise linear interpolation. Each string point has an \(r\) value translating the continuous \(\sigma\) value into a reaction coordinate value.](https://example.com/fig1.png)

The effect of the choice of units can be removed by including an additional scaling factor in the optimization or, e.g., by following the approach of Ref. 20. Both the string image positions \(\mathbf{S}\) and their corresponding \(r\) values can be adjusted in the likelihood optimization. This amounts to \(M(d+1) - 2d\) variables to be optimized (the \(2d\) term arises because the end points are fixed). In the case of a 2D string \((d=2)\), this amounts to \(3M-4\) variables. For the optimization, a simulated annealing scheme is used (see Appendix A).

The idea of the string optimization approach is that we would get information about the RC not only close to the transition state where \(p_B=0.5\), but also close to the stable states. As an example, we can look at the \(z\)-potential, where a linear RC approximation clearly cannot describe the entire pathway.

### C. The reweighted path ensemble from RETIS

The proposed string method approach will fail when only shooting points are used, as was done in Ref. 12, because shooting points close to the stable states hardly exist. Even if in the one-way shooting point ensemble there are shooting points close to a stable state, they are nearly always of one kind (\(A\) or \(B\)) (see Sec. III B 2). Hence, the estimate for the \(p_B\) function for extreme values of the reaction coordinate (when \(p_B\) is either 0 or almost 1) is very inaccurate. One way to improve the statistics of shooting points close to the initial and final state is to realize that not only the shooting points themselves can be seen as committor computation, but, in principle, all time slices on the TPS pathways can be considered a realization of a committor computation. This follows from the fact that for stochastic dynamics, each phase point \(x\) has a well-defined committor value \(p_B(x)\). Therefore, one could include all configurations in the path ensemble in the analysis. To avoid biasing the committor distributions, this path ensemble should be equal to the unbiased complete path ensemble, i.e., containing all possible paths starting from \(A\) and all paths starting from \(B\). A schematic view of this unbiased path ensemble is given in Fig. 2. The unbiased path ensemble can be used to accurately estimate the \(p_B\) values even at extreme values of the RC.

One way of obtaining the unbiased path ensemble is a very long straightforward MD simulation. Of course, such a
naive calculation of the unbiased path ensemble is suffering from the very rare event problem that we are trying to solve. However, it is possible to compute this complete path ensemble within the transition interface sampling method by reweighting the interface ensembles using the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) as was shown in Ref. 21. Here, we briefly review the method. TIS introduces \( n+1 \) nonintersecting interfaces between \( A \) and \( B \) described by a progress variable \( \lambda(x) \) which is a function of the phase point \( x \). The \( n \) interfaces are defined by an ordered sequence \( \lambda_0, \lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_n \), where the first interface \( \lambda_0 \) is the boundary of state \( A \) and the last one (\( \lambda_n \)) is identical to the boundary of state \( B \). The TIS path ensemble consists of trajectories \( x^t = \{x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_L\} \), an ordered sequence of phase space points \( x \). The time-step between these points, or time slices, is \( \Delta t \), resulting in a total time duration of the path of \( T = L \Delta t \). The paths start in \( A \) and either end in \( B \) or return to \( A \), provided that they have crossed a certain interface \( \lambda_i \). Defining the region of phase space between interface \( i \) by \( \Lambda_i = \{x: \lambda(x) > \lambda_i\} \), the TIS path probability is

\[
P_{\Lambda_1}[x^L] = h_i[x^L]p(x_0) \prod_{i=0}^{L-1} p(x_i \rightarrow x_{i+1})/Z_{\Lambda_1},
\]

where \( p(x) \) denotes the steady state distribution, e.g., the canonical distribution, \( p(x \rightarrow y) \) represents the Markovian probability to go from a state \( x \) to \( y \) within one time interval \( \Delta t \), and the normalizing factor \( Z_{\Lambda_1} \) is defined by \( \int dx p_{\Lambda_1}[x^L] = 1 \). The indicator function \( h_i[x^L] = 1 \) for paths that begin in \( A \), end in \( B \) or \( B \), and cross \( \lambda_i \) and zero otherwise. The TIS path ensemble can be sampled using the regular shooting algorithm. Sampling efficiency can be improved by employing replica exchange (RETIS).27,28

The TIS path ensembles can be reweighted using a WHAM analysis of the crossing histograms.2 By defining an expression similar to Eq. (7) for the reverse process \( B \rightarrow A \), the reweighted path ensemble for both the forward and reverse process is

\[
P[x^L] = c_A \sum_{j=1}^{n-1} \mathcal{P}_{\Lambda_1}[x^L]W^A[x^L] + c_B \sum_{j=1}^{n-1} \mathcal{P}_{\Lambda_1}[x^L]W^B[x^L],
\]

where the function \( W^A[x^L] = \sum_{i=1}^{\lambda_{max} - \lambda_{min}} \hat{w}_i^A(\theta(\lambda_{max} - \lambda_i) \theta(\lambda_i - \lambda_{min})) \) selects the correct interface weight for each path \( x^L \) based on the maximum \( \lambda \) along the path. Similarly, \( W^B[x^L] = \sum_{i=1}^{\lambda_{max} - \lambda_{min}} \hat{w}_i^B(\theta(\lambda_{min} - \lambda_i) \theta(\lambda_i - \lambda_{min})) \) selects the weights for paths from \( B \) based on the minimum \( \lambda \) along the path. The weights \( \hat{w}_i^A \) and \( \hat{w}_i^B \) can be obtained from WHAM analysis of the forward and reverse crossing probability histograms, respectively.24 The unknown constants \( c_A \) and \( c_B \) follow from matching the \( AB \) and \( BA \) histograms for overlapping interfaces (note that for the complete path ensemble, we would need to include the additional RETIS ensembles \( P_{\Lambda_1}^{r} \) and \( P_{\Lambda_{n-1}}^{r} \)). For more information we refer to Ref. 21.

D. Likelihood maximization using the RPE

We can employ the reweighted path ensemble in the string algorithm described above. All stored phase points \( x \) of each pathway \( x^L \) are assigned a weight \( \omega = W(x) \). All weights are normalized such that the lowest weight in the ensemble is unity. Assuming diffusive dynamics,12 the total likelihood for the RPE is then

\[
\mathcal{L} = \prod_{x_i \rightarrow B} p_B(r(x_i))^{\omega_i} \prod_{x_i \rightarrow A} p_A(r(x_i))^{\omega_i}
\]

because each point is occurring exactly \( \omega_i \) times in the ensemble. The logarithmic likelihood is then

\[
\ln \mathcal{L} = \sum_{x_i \rightarrow B} \omega_i \ln p_B(r(x_i)) + \sum_{x_i \rightarrow A} \omega_i \ln p_A(r(x_i)).
\]

This likelihood can be maximized by modifying the positions of the string images until convergence. To avoid getting trapped in local maxima, we employ a Monte Carlo annealing method to optimize the string (see Appendix A).

E. Optimizing the number of string images

Up to now we have assumed that the number of string images is fixed. However, we cannot be certain in advance that we have the optimal number. Increasing the number of string images might provide a better description of the RC, but also increases the number of variables. If the number of variables becomes larger, fitting of the data becomes easier. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) can determine the optimal number of variables.26 According to this criterion, the following expression should be maximized:

\[
C_{\text{bic}} = \ln \mathcal{L} - \frac{1}{2} n_v \ln N_d,
\]

where \( N_d \) is the number of data points (shooting points in our case). As we are employing the RPE, this number is \( N_d = \sum_{i=1}^{N_f} \omega_i \), where \( N_f \) is the number of time slices in the path ensemble. \( n_v \) is the number of variables in the description of the model. In our case \( n_v = dM + n_x \), with \( d \) as the dimension of the collective variable space, \( M \) as the number of string images, and \( n_x \) as the number of points used in the \( r(\sigma) \) mapping. For the case of the simultaneous string and RC mapping (cf. Fig. 1) and fixed string end points \( n_v = (d+1) \times (M-2) + 2 = 3M - 4 \).

F. What is the best collective variable space?

Optimizing the likelihood for one set of collective variables by the string method is not sufficient. The idea of the LM is to provide a quantitative way to distinguish between different sets of collective variables. In the method develop-
developed by Peters and Trout,\cite{12} this is done by starting with a list of collective variables and computing the likelihood for each of these. Then the likelihoods for all linear combinations of two collective variables are calculated. When the optimal likelihood \( \ln L \) increases by an amount of 0.5 \( \ln N_d \), this combination is deemed a significantly better reaction coordinate than the best 1D collective variable. Subsequently, one can consider all combinations of three collective variables, etc.

We can apply a similar procedure for our string RC optimization using the criterion of Eq. (11). We first compute the maximum likelihood for all candidate collective variables by projecting the data points onto each collective variable. Optimizing the \( \sigma \) to \( r \) mapping then provides directly the RC model that best describes the committor without any string optimization. Next, we test all combination of two different collective variables by optimizing strings in these 2D spaces. When the maximal \( C_{BC} \) is greater than the 1D value, we regard the string reaction coordinate to be significantly better than any of the 1D collective variables. Again, the extension to more dimensions is straightforward, although the number of combinations to test rises steeply. Note that while the committer itself is the optimal reaction coordinate and is indeed a “one-dimensional” variable, our aim is to identify the smallest set of collective variables that permit to parameterize this function accurately.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The potential

In this work, we employ a two-dimensional model system for which the potential is given by

\[
V(x,y) = \frac{x^2 + y^4}{20480} - 3e^{-0.01(x + y)(x - y)} - 3e^{-0.01(x - y)(x + y)} - 3e^{-0.01(x - y)^2 + 0.02(x + y) - 0.2(y + 5)^2} + 5e^{-0.02(x + 3y - 3)^2} + 5e^{-0.02(x + 3y + 3)^2} + \frac{1}{1 + e^{x - 3}} + \frac{1}{1 + e^{x + 3}} + 3e^{-0.01(x^2 + y^2)}. \tag{12}
\]

This potential is visualized in Fig. 6. It has two stable states: one at \((-7.2, -5.1)\) and \((7.2, 5.1)\). These two minima are separated by a barrier in the shape of the letter \(s\), due to the presence of two high potential ridges. At the origin the potential is \(V=4.28k_BT\) above the minima. The minimum energy pathway is indicated, and roughly follows the reversed \(z\) shape.

The system consists of a single particle evolving according to Langevin dynamics on this potential. For details on the algorithm see, e.g., Ref. 5. The \(A\) and \(B\) regions are defined as ellipsoidal regions around the minima \((x_m, y_m)\) as \( \{(x, y) | (x-x_m)^2 + \frac{1}{16}(y-y_m)^2 < R^2\} \). The radius is set to \(R=0.5\).

B. Committor surface and the linear LM approximation

1. Numerical committor evaluation

An exhaustive numerical evaluation of the committor surface can be performed for this simple system by shooting many trajectories from each \(x, y\) point around the transition state with random Maxwell–Boltzmann distributed velocities and measuring the fraction of trajectories that end in \(B\) before \(A\). Simulations have been performed for \(x, y \in [-2, 2]\) on a \(80 \times 80\) grid \((\Delta x = \Delta y = 0.05)\). The (inverse) temperature was set to \(\beta = (k_BT)^{-1} = 2.5\), where \(k_B\) denotes Boltzmann’s constant, the friction to \(\gamma = 2.5\), and the time-step to \(\Delta t = 0.1\). For each grid, point trajectories were initiated in blocks of 100 until the error in \(p_B\) was less then 1% (between 1500 and 2800 trajectories). The result is shown in Fig. 3. From this result, it follows that the \(p_B = 0.5\) surface is approximated by \(y = 2.2x\) around the transition state.

2. One-way shooting point ensemble

The aimless shooting algorithm was developed to create a TPS path ensemble in which the shooting point ensemble stays within the transition state region. However, the aimless shooting algorithm\cite{12} is less suitable for diffusive dynamics on a rough energy surface, in which one might prefer to use the one-way shooting algorithm.\cite{30} Moreover, as aimless shooting will focus the shooting point ensemble close to the transition state, it cannot give information about the entire transition (see also Appendix B). Here, we perform TPS using the flexible path length, one-way shooting algorithm for stochastic dynamics.\cite{14} This shooting point ensemble is shown in Fig. 4, together with the minimum energy pathway (MEP).

3. Linear likelihood maximization in a restricted ensemble

We applied the standard linear likelihood maximization\cite{12} on the one-way shooting point set. The results are shown in Fig. 5. In contrast to the aimless shooting algorithm, this shooting point ensemble has contributions over the entire potential, including points close to the initial and final states. However, using the entire set (gray points in Fig. 5) in a linear approximation to the RC leads to the very poor estimate \(r = 0.03 - 0.09x + 0.44y\) (the dividing surface \(p_B = 0.5\), corresponding to \(r = 0\), is shown as a gray line in Fig. 5) because the tails of the shooting point distribution have a strong influence on the placement of the optimal dividing surface. Clearly, this is caused by the nonlinearity of the mechanism in this potential. Restricting the shooting point ensemble by, e.g., taking only points within a certain distance from the \(r = 0\) line (shown as an orange ensemble), im-
proves the RC estimate to \( r=0.05-0.25x+0.20y \) (the \( r=0 \) line is shown in orange), but still does not resemble the correct dividing surface shown in Fig. 3. Only when restricting the shooting points ensemble even more (blue ensemble) could we recover the correct RC \( r=0.06-0.27x+0.11y \) for the transition state region (cf. Fig. 3). From this exercise it follows that (1) a linear RC approximation does not work very well for nonlinear mechanisms such as the z-potential; (2) because of the lack of a well described criterion, the restriction procedure of the one-way shooting point ensemble to the transition state area is arbitrary; and (3) while the correct RC of Fig. 3 describes the dividing surface in the transition state region, it is not capable of describing the entire transition. In Sec. III C we will employ the nonlinear string RC. To obtain the required accuracy for the shooting ensemble in the tails, we will make use of the RPE.

C. String optimization for the RPE

1. The RPE using linear interfaces

We obtained the data points for the string optimization from a RETIS simulation in the z-potential using linear interfaces, as described in Ref. 21. In this simulation, the Langevin friction is set to \( \gamma=1 \), the inverse temperature is \( \beta=4 \), and the time-step is set to \( \Delta t=0.05 \). The outcome is a path ensemble for each interface. We store one pathway every 100th shooting moves. For each path only one configuration per ten time-steps is stored. This yields 2800 paths with in total \( N_f=1363128 \) data points. All these data points contribute to the reweighted path ensemble. The total weight of the RPE, the number to be used in the BIC, is \( N_f=e^{22.43} \). The weights for each path can be obtained from a WHAM analysis of the RETIS crossing probability histograms.21 As the minimum weight of a path in the RPE is 1, we renormalized the lowest WHAM weight to unity. Note that the thus obtained RPE is only an approximation for the true unbiased path ensemble.

We initialized the string by a linear interpolation (a diagonal) between the stable states. Keeping the end points fixed in the stable state minima, we optimize the string by moving the images perpendicular to the string and accepting or rejecting the move according to an annealing scheme based on the likelihood (cf. Appendix A). The initial likelihood for the diagonal string is around \( \ln \mathcal{L}=-4 \times 10^5 \); the maximized one was \( \ln \mathcal{L}=-3.0802 \times 10^5 \). The string corresponding to this optimal likelihood is plotted in Fig. 6. The precise values of these logarithmic likelihoods do not have a direct meaning since they depend on the number of included data points. To show the quality of the fit, the optimized \( \ln p_A(\sigma) \) and \( \ln p_B(\sigma) \) functions are shown together with the optimized \( r(\sigma) \) function in Fig. 6. In the same figure, we show the projected \( \ln p_A(\sigma) \) and \( \ln p_B(\sigma) \) functions of the shooting point data. The agreement between the data and the fit is good.

2. The RPE from RETIS using the optimized string

In the next step we use the optimized string from Fig. 6 itself to perform a RETIS simulation. The description of the simulation can be found in Ref. 21. Using the same analysis as above, we computed the crossing histograms and applied WHAM. Using the resulting reweighted path ensemble we optimized the string starting from a diagonal interpolation between \( \text{A and B} \). For the \( N_f=1351929 \) points, the initial likelihood for the diagonal string is around \( \ln \mathcal{L}=-5 \times 10^5 \); the maximized one was \( \ln \mathcal{L}=-6.502 \times 10^5 \). Again, the absolute values of the logarithmic likelihoods do not have direct meaning. Note that the optimized likelihood is in fact lower than it is for the linear interfaces. However, the fit to the data points is much better as is clear from Fig. 7. The final optimized string is also shown in Fig. 7. Note that starting from the stable state, the string points somewhat toward the high energy barriers, but then avoids these. While the optimized string exhibits qualitatively the correct shape of the potential, it does not exactly follow the MEP. This can be due to the fact that the optimization tries to prevent that points would be assigned to the wrong part of the string, leading to strings that move close to the high barrier region.
3. Optimizing the number of string images

Subsequently, we optimize the likelihood as a function of the number of string images \( M \). The number of string images could become much lower than 20 images, yielding a string that is not smooth. Because the geometric projection method requires such a smooth string, we use the Voronoi construction together with the linear interpolation of the \( r(\sigma) \) mapping (see Sec. II). In this case, reparametrization of the string is not necessary, as the condition of equidistant string points is not required for the Voronoi construction. As the optimization turns out to be computationally more expensive than the projection method, we reduce the data set by a factor of 10. For this situation, the BIC states that the quantity to optimize is \( C_{\text{BIC}} = \ln L - \frac{1}{2} M \ln N_d \).

Starting with three images on the string, keeping the first and last images fixed, we compute the optimal likelihoods as a function of string image number by the MC annealing scheme (see Appendix A). New points are added to the string by linear interpolation. Figure 8 shows the optimized \( \ln L \) as a function of string images for the linear interfaces RPE. Also plotted in the same figure is the penalty \( \frac{1}{2} M \ln N_d^{\text{lin}} + \text{const} \) that needs to be overcome according to the BIC (straight line) with an arbitrary constant. Here, \( \ln N_d^{\text{lin}} = 22.43 \). The top panel shows the difference between these two, expressed by \( C_{\text{BIC}} \), shifted such that the maximum is zero.

Going from \( M=3 \) to \( M=4 \) increases the logarithmic likelihood from \( \ln L = -3.5 \times 10^7 \) to \( \ln L = -4.3225 \times 10^4 \). The optimized string for \( M=4 \) already has the shape of the letter \( Z \). Adding more string points does improve the logarithmic likelihood, but is not significant enough according to the BIC. This is clear from the top panel in Fig. 8, where the maximum is indeed at \( M=4 \).

We repeat this exercise for the RPE obtained through the optimized string (see Fig. 9). Here, \( \ln N_d^{\text{opt}} = 21.45 \). In this case, \( C_{\text{BIC}} \) is maximal for \( M=6 \). The optimal string is plotted in Fig. 10. Apparently in this case, adding two points to the minimum \( M=4 \) does improve the likelihood significantly, as is visible from the \( C_{\text{BIC}} \) plot in the top panel. Adding a string point close to the origin is much less useful. When adding more points, the string does improve, but not enough, according to the BIC. Interestingly, the \( M=6 \) string in Fig. 10 is already very similar to the optimized 20 image string of Fig. 7. Starting from the initial state, the RC first roughly points into the direction of the final state, but has to make a detour because of the two high barrier ridges. Also, note that while the RC roughly follows the shape of the potential, it is not identical to the minimum (free) energy pathway.

D. What is the best collective variable space?

In our case it is clear that a 2D string in the \( x, y \) plane will describe the reaction coordinate for the z-potential better than any description using only \( x \) or \( y \). However, to complete...
such that the maximum is at zero.

the analysis, we will also optimize the likelihood for the 1D cases. This is simply done by projecting all the RPE points to either the x-axis or the y-axis and maximizing the likelihood by optimizing the \( r(x) \) curve with 20 points. For the RPE based on the optimized string RETIS, the result is for \( x \) only \( \ln L = -1.7 \times 10^8 \), giving a \( C_{BIC} = \ln L - 10 \ln N_d^{str} = -1.7 \times 10^8 \). Here \( N_d^{str} = 23.76 \) is larger than in Sec. III C because there are ten times more path points. The maximization for \( y \) yields \( \ln L = -2.5 \times 10^7 \) and a \( C_{BIC} = \ln L - 10 \ln N_d^{str} = -2.5 \times 10^7 \). Based on this, it follows that \( y \) as a reaction coordinate is far better than \( x \) alone, although it is clearly not capable of describing the reaction. In the 2D case, the diagonal \( y = x \) results in a value of \( \ln L = -5 \times 10^8 \); in contrast, the optimized string gives \( \ln L = -6.502 \times 10^8 \) with a \( C_{BIC} = \ln L - 30 \ln N_d^{str} = \ln L - 712 = -6.5 \times 10^8 \), an improvement of almost three orders of magnitude in logarithmic likelihood. Hence we can conclude that for the z-potential, the string description in \( x, y \) space is most appropriate, as expected. However, in the general case of a complex reaction, the choice of parameters is not as clear. In that case, the likelihood maximization provides a quantitative measure to distinguish between different choices of collective variables.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a novel optimization method for obtaining a nonlinear RC described by a string. Based on the LM analysis of Peters and Trout and concepts from the string method of Vanden-Eijnden and co-workers, the approach gives the best stringlike description of the RC in a low-dimensional space of collective variables. Moreover, the analysis yields a description of the reaction of interest, not only around the TS region but along the entire reaction pathway. As such, the method can be used to extract the essential dynamical features from the collection of many pathways. The presented approach requires the complete unbiased path ensemble, which can, in principle, be obtained by regular MD, but much more efficiently by a path sampling method for the rare events we consider here. We have shown previously how to use the replica exchange TIS to obtain the reweighted path ensemble.\(^{21}\) Using the RPE as an estimate for the unbiased path ensemble, we optimize the string description of the RC as a function of the number of string images, as well as a function of the number of collective variable dimensions. The string-LM method can be applied iteratively: a first guess of the RC can be used to define the TIS interfaces. After applying the LM, the optimal string can then be used as a new set of interfaces to obtain a new RPE from the RETIS, which can then be reanalyzed. Convergence of the RC ensures that one has sampled correct pathways and, moreover, has found the correct description of the reaction.

While our method is strongly related to the string method in collective variable space,\(^{20,31}\) a major difference is the way that the information about the committor is computed. Another important difference is that our method provides a means to determine which collective variables to choose from a single sampling of the RPE. In the string method, comparing different collective variable spaces would require different string optimizations.\(^{20}\)

The RC optimization as it is proposed here is based on a nonlinear fitting to the committor. In the TPT framework, the definition of the probability current of reactive trajectories is...
an important concept that contains much information on the mechanism.\textsuperscript{5,7} In fact, it is stated in Refs. 6 and 7 that the probability current is a better way to characterize the mechanism than the committor, as it is not influenced by “dead ends.” In principle, it should be possible to use this probability current to optimize the reaction mechanism using a nonlinear reaction coordinate. However, this would require a different, yet unknown, definition of the likelihood function.

We envision that the approach advocated in the current work can lead to new insights in the reaction coordinates of very complex processes, including protein folding, and crystal nucleation. In a future study, we aim to apply our method to the nucleation of crystals.
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APPENDIX A: ANNEALING PROCEDURE

The string can be optimized by a Monte Carlo annealing method. In this algorithm, the string images are moved randomly in the collective variable space and accepted or rejected based on the difference in likelihood. The acceptance criterion is

$$P_{\text{acc}} = \min\{1, \exp(\beta \Delta \ln \mathcal{L})\},$$  \hspace{1cm} (A1)

where $\Delta \ln \mathcal{L}$ is the difference in logarithmic likelihood caused by the move of the image and $\beta$ is an artificial temperature. In the current work, $\beta = 1$ initially and subsequently is slowly decreased. We employ two annealing schemes, based on whether we use the geometrical projection methods\textsuperscript{20} or the Voronoi construction. In the first case, we move the trial image perpendicular to the string. Because the projection method requires equidistant string images, we apply the reparametrization scheme of the string method.\textsuperscript{39} Then, the monotonic spline $r(\sigma)$ mapping is optimized, by a second annealing algorithm, working in the same way. This part of the optimization is accelerated by precomputing the $p_B(\sigma)$ histograms because then the likelihood can be expressed as a sum over the histogram, rather than over all points in the ensemble.

For the case of the Voronoi construction, we opt for the simultaneous optimization, graphically depicted in Fig. 1. Here we move randomly a string image or a $\sigma$ point. The advantage is that all the variables are treated on the same level. The down side is that each move requires a Voronoi projection of all points in the RPE.

APPENDIX B: PROPERTIES OF THE SHOOTING POINT ENSEMBLE

The distribution of points used for the likelihood maximization of the committor function is crucial for the estimation of the RC. In this appendix, we elucidate the properties of the shooting point distribution (or shooting point ensemble) of various shooting algorithms in comparison to the distribution from the RPE and its impact on the likelihood function. As an illustrative example, we will use a model that consists of a single particle in a finite one-dimensional external potential

$$u(x) = \frac{a^2 - (a - x)^2}{a^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B1)

Here, $x$ is the position of the particle, $a$ is the position of the maximum of the quadratic potential, and $\epsilon$ sets the energy scale. For simplicity, the position can only take values within the interval $0 \leq x \leq 2a$. This simple model serves as a general example for a system with a free energy barrier separating two stable states. For this system, the committor function can be evaluated analytically using the backward Kolmogorov equation\textsuperscript{11,32} which simplifies in this case to

$$\frac{\partial \beta \psi(x)}{\partial x} \frac{\partial p_B}{\partial x} = \frac{\partial^2 p_B}{\partial x^2}. \hspace{1cm} (B2)$$

With the boundary conditions $p_B = 0$ for $x = 0$ and $p_B = 1$ for $x = 2a$, the solution is

$$p_B(x) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{\text{erf} \left( \frac{x-a}{\sqrt{2} \beta \epsilon} \right)}{\text{erf} \left( \frac{a}{\sqrt{2} \beta \epsilon} \right)} \right). \hspace{1cm} (B3)$$

where $\beta \epsilon$ plays the role of a dimensionless reduced inverse temperature. With an analytic expression for $p_B$, we can also calculate the distribution of the trial shooting points $P_{\text{trial}}$ and a subset of these, the accepted shooting points $P_{\text{acc}}$, i.e., shooting points that result in trajectories that are accepted. In a two-way shooting simulation, a shooting point is accepted with a probability $P_{\text{acc}} = 2 P(x|TP) p_A p_B$ and rejected with a probability $P_{\text{rej}} = P(x|TP) (p_A^2 + p_B^2)$. Here, $P(x|TP)$ is the probability to choose a certain shooting point $x$ from a transition path TP. The trial shooting points are the sum of accepted and rejected points: $P_{\text{trial}} = P_{\text{acc}} + P_{\text{rej}} = P(x|TP)$, where we used $p_A + p_B = 1$. Applying the relation $P(x|TP) P(TP) = P(TP|x) P(x)$ (Ref. 10), we find that

$$P_{\text{trial}} \propto p_B p_A e^{-\beta \epsilon(x)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B4)

Here, we have used that $P(TP)$ is a constant and $P(x)$ is the Boltzmann distribution. The accepted shooting points are distributed according to

$$P_{\text{acc}}^\text{aimless} \propto 2 P(x|TP) p_A p_B \pi^2 = p_B^2 p_A^2 e^{-\beta \epsilon(x)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B5)

The approach of aimless shooting is to focus on shooting points that are actually accepted by biasing the shooting toward the transition state. These shooting points result in trajectories that are accepted or rejected considering the usual TPS acceptance criterion. The trial shooting points are simply the sum of rejected and accepted shooting points, where we find that the distribution of rejected shooting points $P_{\text{rej}}^\text{aimless}$ is broader than the distribution of accepted shooting points $P_{\text{acc}}^\text{aimless}$ because the probability of rejecting a shooting move increases with the distance of the shooting point with respect to the transition state. However, the distribution of the trial shooting points as well as $P_{\text{aimless}}^\text{acc}$ and $P_{\text{aimless}}^\text{rej}$ are peaked at the transition state.
For one-way shooting, the probability to accept a forward shot is \( P_{\text{acc,for}} = \frac{1}{2} P(x|\text{TP}) p_B \); the probability for a backward shot is \( P_{\text{acc,back}} = \frac{1}{2} P(x|\text{TP}) p_A \). The factor 1/2 comes from the fact that we choose a forward or a backward shot with the same probability. Combining the two, we find that the overall distribution of accepted shooting points is

\[
P_{\text{acc}} = \frac{1}{2} P(x|\text{TP}) \left( p_A + p_B \right)
\]

Similarly, the distributions of the rejected shooting points are

\[
P_{\text{rej,for}} = \frac{1}{2} P(x|\text{TP}) p_B \quad \text{and} \quad P_{\text{rej,back}} = \frac{1}{2} P(x|\text{TP}) p_A.
\]

This means for one-way shooting, the trial shooting points, the accepted shooting points, as well as the rejected shooting points all share the same distribution \( P(x|\text{TP}) \).

These distributions are the basis for the likelihood estimation. However, the accuracy is not simply related to this relation because the particular form of the likelihood introduces an intrinsic weight for points close to the transition state. This means that even if the points would be drawn uniformly over the whole transition, only the ones close to the transition state would actually contribute to the likelihood. This is best seen by rewriting the likelihood function for the perfect fit \( p_B^\text{fit} = p_B \).

\[
\ln \mathcal{L} = \sum_{x \not\in B} \ln(p_B(x)) + \sum_{x \in A} \ln(1 - p_B(x))
\]

\[
= N \left[ \sum_x P(x)p_B(x) \ln p_B(x) + \sum_x P(x)p_A(x) \ln p_A(x) \right]
\]

\[
= N \sum_x P(x) \left[ p_B(x) \ln p_B(x) + p_A(x) \ln p_A(x) \right].
\]

In the second line, we have used the fact that we can rewrite the sum over all \( x \to B \) as the sum over all \( x \) of the probability that \( x \) ends up in \( B \). This is the probability of generating \( x \) [i.e., \( P(x) \)] times the probability that this point will lead to a trajectory that ends in \( B \) (i.e., \( p_B \)). The number of points \( N \) can be taken out of the sum. Analogous for points that end in \( A \) in the third line, where we have also used \( p_A = 1 - p_B \). The second term in the sum is an intrinsic weight of the likelihood function and because of its particular form, we will refer to it in the following as information weight \( I(x) = p_B(x) \ln p_B(x) + p_A(x) \ln p_A(x) \). The individual contributions of each point \( x \) to the sum are therefore denoted as \( C(x) = P(x)I(x) \). We will now study the contribution function for different distributions \( P(x) \) depicted in Fig. 11. The trial shooting points of aimless shooting are distributed according to \( P_{\text{acc}} \) and the trial shooting points of one-way and two-way shooting are distributed according to \( P_{\text{trial}} \). In both cases, only shooting points close to the transition state contribute to the likelihood function. The shooting point distributions in a TIS simulation depend on the particular choice of the positions of the interfaces and cannot be written as an ana-
lytic function. Therefore, we employ a Monte Carlo simulation with interfaces at the positions $x=5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45$ to estimate these distributions. Trajectories are generated with a procedure where the particle is attempted to move at random from $x_i$ to $x_j$ at each step with an acceptance probability of $\text{acc}(i \to j) = \min[1, \exp(-\beta (v(x_j) - v(x_i)))].$ The resulting shooting point ensembles of the accepted and trial shooting points are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. Here, the distribution of the trial shooting points is almost uniform over the whole transition. Clearly, multiplying a flat distribution with the information function $I(x)$ leads to a contribution of points only at the transition state. This means that a likelihood maximization based on the TIS shooting point ensemble would not be sufficient to describe the whole transition.

However, the reweighted path ensemble shows a different picture. The distribution of points becomes simply the Boltzmann distribution: $P(x) \propto e^{-\beta A F(x)}.$ This is a function with two strong peaks at the stable states and a minimum at the transition state, in contrast to the function $I(x)$ which is peaked around the transition state and vanishes close to $A$ and $B.$ These two factors cancel each other to a large degree and the contributions to the likelihood becomes almost uniform over the whole range from state $A$ to state $B$ (see Fig. 14). Clearly, the product of the Boltzmann factor and the information weight from the likelihood lead to an almost flat contribution function. This means the information that goes into the likelihood estimation is uniform over the whole transition, only if the full path ensemble is taken into account.

Remarkably, in Eq. (B6), we have assumed that we found the perfect estimate for $p_B;$ the likelihood, however, does not vanish but rather becomes a constant times the number of data points. This can be considered as the upper limit for the given distribution. In the case of this simple model, we can explicitly calculate the sum in Eq. (B6) because the normalization factor $Z$ in the Boltzmann weight is known when we assume that phase space is restricted to only points between $A$ and $B.$ Then the upper limit for the maximum likelihood is $\text{max}[\ln L] = N \Sigma_x P(x)/Z(x) = -0.0048N,$ with $N$ as the number of data points. In the RPE this number is $N = N_A = \Sigma_{i=0}^{N_f}$, where $N_f$ is the number of time slices in the path ensemble.